
March 26th, 2024 

Jesus.  God the Father.   Remain in Me. 

 

(This Message was dictated to Sister in Spanish, and this is her translation into English.   

NOTE:   The footnotes are not dictated by God.  They are added by Sister.  Sometimes the footnote 

is to help clarify for the reader Sister’s sense of the meaning of a certain word or idea, and at other 

times to better convey the sense of God’s tone when He spoke.) 

 

Jesus speaks: 

Write that I Am coming soon. 

To clothe My Army with My Grace and My Power.  To engrave My Face on the 

hearts of My soldiers and My Name on their whole being – the Royal armor to be able 

to resist the onslaught of the enemy, who will each day attack with greater subtlety 

and greater pride. 

With greater subtlety – for the greater the Truth he distorts, the greater the 

deceit he achieves.5 

This is why, children, I ask that you look at Me and that you listen only to Me.  

Only at your Jesus.  That you repeat My Name – JESUS – without ceasing.6  That 

you become little children in your complete trust and abandonment to Me. 

ONLY IN THIS WAY WILL YOU BE ABLE TO RESIST THE SUBTLETY OF 

THE DECEIVER, OF THE ANCIENT SERPENT, who does not cease to surround 

you with thoughts, arguments and feelings that distract you from Me; that little by 

little separate you from My Truth and My Will, which are SIMPLICITY AND 

HUMILITY. 

With how many thoughts does he envelop you in pride and [progressively] blinds 

you to My Will.  Be on guard, children.  Your thoughts are as limited as Mine are 

infinite. 

Anchor your thinking in My Will.  Bind it to My Will through holy Humility 

and your trust in Me. 

IT IS I WHO GIVES YOU LIGHT. 

ONLY I, CHILDREN. 

 

5 I understand here that the closer a lie comes to the Truth, the harder it is to recognize it as a lie, and 

this is why it is so dangerous.  An obvious lie is easy to recognize and reject. 

6 He stresses in many writings the importance of saying His Name:  Jesus.  I perceive that there is an 

enormous difference between saying “Jesus” and saying “Christ.”  “Christ” is a title – His title par 

excellence, but a title nonetheless – “the Anointed One.”  But “Jesus” is His Personal Name.  And I 

perceive that some very subtle attacks will come with regard to the title “Christ,” and this is why He 

is making us see now the great importance of saying His Name, as a protection. 



I AM THE LIGHT.  THERE IS NO OTHER.   

ONLY I. 

Consider what happened to Lucifer – he who was called and created to be a 

“bearer of light,” of MY LIGHT.  You see how through the pride that consumes him 

he desired to be the light; he believed himself to be the light – and you see what a 

terrible darkness he became.  He flooded himself with darkness and he became 

darkness itself.7   

This foul being offers you his “light” – “light” that is ALWAYS enveloped in 

pride and in the lust for power, for adulation, for having and being more.  Pride and 

lust that intensify and become more refined as they draw closer to the deepest part 

of your being – your spirit, your will.  

Be on guard, children, against the most subtle and dangerous attacks that 

envelop your spirit. 

Our enemy is dangerous, children. 

With what subtlety he tempted and attacked Me in the Garden of Olives.  Me, 

your Jesus.  With what subtlety he attacks and will attack you, enwrapping your 

thoughts and feelings with satanic logic to separate you from the Will of Our Abba. 

Repeat My Name, children, just as I repeated the Name of My Father and 

yours, in order to resist in the terrible Hour. 

In My Name is contained all that you need to defeat Our enemy.  It is the 

perfect prayer, children, because I Myself Am contained in it.  [smile] 

In the whirlwind of everything that surrounds you, look at Me.  Say My Name. 

Be like children – who look at their parents expecting everything from them – 

protection, help, consolation, Love.  You will find everything in Us if you become little 

like children. 

Children in spirit – that allows Me to give you My Light, My Grace, My 

Guidance. 

Beloved children that I turn into stalwart soldiers. 

Do you wish to fight with Me? 

You must first do what I have done: 

I abandoned Myself completely into the hands of My Father.  I entrusted 

Myself completely into the care of My Mother, the beautiful Queen of Heaven. 

 

7 The image of a black hole in space that absorbs all light, without letting any of it escape, comes to 

my mind.  And its antithesis – the Mirror of God – Mary Most Holy, who reflects ALL of God’s Light 

with absolute generosity, without keeping any of it back for Herself. 



On the Cross I gave you this last teaching: 

MY FATHER and MY MOTHER. 

Love, Obedience and complete abandonment to MY FATHER and yours. 

Love, Trust and complete entrustment to MY MOTHER and yours. 

I gave Them both to you with My last effort, with the last drops of Blood that 

flowed from My Heart. 

There is no other path, children. 

Do what I have done, so that you can fight with Me, by My side, to reconquer 

your brothers and to crush and defeat the loathsome serpent who has corrupted 

everything. 

UNLESS YOU BECOME LIKE LITTLE CHILDREN, YOU CANNOT ENTER 

THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN.8 

Unless you imitate Me in your abandonment to Our Abba, and you give 

yourselves to My Mother and yours, you will not be able to remain standing in this 

tremendous Hour that you are about to live. 

LOOK AT ME.  IMITATE ME.   

AND IN ME YOU WILL FIND EVERYTHING. 

ONLY IN ME. 

ONLY IN YOUR JESUS. 

I love you, children. 

 

Now God the Father speaks: 

Your God blesses your efforts.  [smile] 

I see every movement of your hearts, even the smallest one, and I bless you, 

correct you, encourage you – so that with each day your hearts beat more in unison 

with Mine. 

REMAIN IN ME.  ALWAYS IN ME. 

Your Father – your Abba – Who loves you, blesses you. + 

 

8 Matthew 18:3. 
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